The RESA eGate

PAXTRACK & CREWS automatic gate
The RESA eGate can be used for all passenger filtering operations, for example at
security checkpoints, boarding gates or entrances to lounges and in priority access
mode.
Depending on how and where the gate is used, RESA natively integrates the CREWS
or PAXTRACK systems into the installed hardware.

The multi-purpose
gate with both
appealing design
and high
performances

Design and modularity
The RESA eGate has been built according to an original design which enables a high
degree of modularity. The gate's mechanical section is separate from the scanning
kiosk and can be adjusted in the factory so that it can adapt to any airport's
configuration.
A transparent tempered glass barrier with a logo in the airport's colors closes off the
passageway at the required width (55 or 90 cm) and transmits light signals (blue,
green, red) to the passenger according to the events occurring at the gate, i.e.
invitation to come forward, authorisation to go through, alarms, etc.

Innovative technology
The "single aisle" technology used by RESA is based on new entry/exit sensors which
enable passenger movements to be tracked and detected without the need for light
beams to be transmitted and received.
A 15.6 inch screen detects the presence of passengers, interacts with them and
displays messages in large format.
RESA offers centralized supervision software which stores and retrieves all the
actions detected by the gate. This "eGate Monitor" tool also includes remote control
functions to prevent or allow access, manage passenger clearance, and provide
remote support for passengers.
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The RESA eGate

Technical characteristics
Passageway characteristics
Standard width: 550 mm (can be altered in the factory by changing the position
of the barrier)
PRM width: 900 mm

Aesthetic appearance
Tinted steel – choice of colors from the RAL range
Anti-fingerprint coating
Composite base
Stainless steel nosing
Black textured flooring
Integrated LEDs signaling (configurable color: blue/green/red)

1700mm

700mm

Prerequisites
Unobstructed location
Network accessibility (high and low voltage) according to the following layout
diagrams
1 x RJ45 connector
1 x 3G1.5 mm2

300mm

1100mm

Option with side cable outlet

For more information about
this device, please contact
us at the following address:
info@resa.fr

Option with rear cable outlet

Characteristics
PC panel, 15.6 inch touch screen, portrait mode
Modular configuration: 2D barcode reader, NFC reader, receipt printer
CREWS model: eGate/CREWS-RFW
PAXTRACK model: eGate/PXT-CFG
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